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The novel format of the journal focuses on an interactive exchanges on topics of importance to science and practice in the field of industrial and organizational psychology. The journal takes a focal article–peer commentary format. A focal article is a position paper on an important issue for the field (or potentially a pair of papers taking opposite sides in a debate). Such a focal article might summarize evidence on an issue and take a position as to implications for science, practice, or public policy. The paper might focus on a basic science issue, an applied science issue, a practice issue, or a public policy issue; many would be a blend. The focal article is then followed by a series of peer commentaries. These could challenge or critique the original article, expand on issues not addressed in the focal article, or draw out implications not developed in the focal article. The goal is to include commentaries from various perspectives, including science, practice, and international perspectives.
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Information for authors and readers

Manuscript submission: Individuals with ideas for a potential focal article they would like to write or with ideas about topics they would like to see addressed in the journal should contact Editor John Scott at JScott@APTMetrics.com. Focal articles for each issue will be available at http://journals.cambridge.org/iop and on the SIOP Web site (www.SIOP.org) well in advance of the copy deadline for each issue; you should check the Web site regularly for such articles. All commentaries should be submitted in the form of Word documents or PDF if Word is not available to you. These should be sent to the journal’s editor, John Scott, via e-mail (JScott@APTMetrics.com), by the deadline indicated on the journal Web page: http://www.sioj.org/journal/siopjournal.aspx. For more information and style instructions see http://journals.cambridge.org/iop/IFC.
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